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Multiple risks can come from this issue of lower income. That option is option three. If they are able to create
consumer loyalty with the youth market, which is a market none of their competitors are going after for the
fear of low-value subscribers, bad credit, and infrequent usage, it would speak volumes and establish Virgin
Mobile USA as a mainstream provider. What is the source of all this dissatisfaction? A Whole New plan
Options 1, 2? They needed to create one that would help get their products to their target. Because of the
competition, most of the companies had similar pricing strategies The basic pricing offered lower costs for
more minutes especially after min , popular offer were also attractive buckles with certain amount of minutes,
but the costs for customers were enormous if the went beyond the limit and they rarely picked the suitable for
them. This contract agreement allows a hedge against churn and a guaranteed annuity stream. Overview of
suggested content HBS cases unless otherwise noted Title 1. Prepaid vs. Why have the major carriers been
slow to target this segment? This pricing structure will create the air about the product as being the new hip
product to have. Eliminate contracts and going for prepaid pricing structure. How confident are you that the
plan you have designed will be profitable? The cost of acquisition of a customer comprises of advertisement,
sales cost and subsidy given. In designing your pricing plan, be as specific as possible with respect to the
various elements under considerations e. C Simple packaging could save costs on high commissioned
salespeople. This alone excludes part of the demographic. With other service providers being already well
established, Virgin Mobile took a large risk when entering the United States. D May trigger off competitive
reactions. Per minute Charge Y-axis, in cents for the bucket of minutes contracted X-axis 80 Per minute
Charge for the bucket of minutes andcontracted X-axis 60 40 20 0 0 20 40 60 80 The bold line represents the
cost per minute charged for a valid contract which is shown by the arrows. With respect to the third option,
Schulman is considering various alternatives, including a reliance on prepaid as opposed to post-paid plans
and the total elimination of contracts. The mainconstraints it faced was that the prices should be competitive
and profitable without triggering of competitive reactions. The cell phone industry has many sources of
customer dissatisfaction. The case study includes images and charts.


